QUICK START GUIDE
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Choose the Dome size that best fits
your Ear and install on Speaker as
shown.
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Remove Sticker from Battery, open the
Battery Gate and install Battery with
(+) positive sign facing up.
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The Amplifier Tube can be turned left
or right to fit either Ear.
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Move Power Switch to the “ON” (up)
position.
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Choose one of four Programs that work
best for you and your surrounding
environment.

Before first use, adjust the volume to
the lowest setting.
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Turn power “OFF” when not in use. The
Amplifier will retain volume and program
settings for next use.

Insert the Dome into the Ear Canal
making sure of a tight, secure fit.
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Regular cleaning of the ear and Amplifier
Dome will help ensure continued,
reliable performance.
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Why can I hear a Whistle Sound when I use the amplifier?
This may be due to the Ear dome not being fully seated in the
ear canal. Turn down volume on the Amplifier and fully insert
the Ear Dome as to not allow any space between the dome and
the ear canal. Once inserted you may increase the volume.
What should I do if I hear no Sound?
The Battery may be not functioning or properly seated.
Try replacing the battery, after that adjusting the volume and
modes may help verify if the unit is receiving power. If you
suspect that Amplifier is not powering on with a fresh battery
then it may be defective and a replacement will be sent. If the
Unit is receiving power but you cannot hear amplification please
replace / clean the ear dome as an occlusion will block sound
from omitting.
My Amplifier works, but the sound is very low.
Replace the battery with a fresh one. Make sure the device is
clean, dry and that the ear dome is free of any occlusions.
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The Battery tray is very hard to open.
The Battery tray is designed with a very tight fit. This ensures
that the Battery maintains a good solid connection which allows
uninterrupted use. A fingernail or hard edge can help leverage
the tray open.
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BHA-220 Battery: 675 Zinc Air

